
 

(d) Learn to respect the sentiments of the elders
(b) We were asked to develop the hints into a story
(d) The merchandise stocked in the warehouse caught fire
(c) The discussion prolonged for more than three hours
(d) The trip turned out to be very productive

01
02
03
04
05

(d) ignoble
(c) blamed
(b) concentration
(a) meagre
(c) pleasure

theses or matrixes/matrices

in the pink of health - perfectly healthy

ATM = Automated Teller Machine

site, sight

helicopter + airport = heliport

fea-ture(2)
in-for-ma-tion(4)
friend(1)
di-vi-sion(3)

hope
hope

movie
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household

'bi'... 'ist'

Noun + Noun (sunrise,haircut,earthquake etc.)
Noun + Gerund (Air-conditioning,Eve-teasing etc.)

look after - take care
look into - investigate

cafeteria - cafe
kilogram - kilo

should/must
wrote
will develop
that/which
whom
need
in spite of/despite
SVOA - Any correct sentence
impersonal passive voice
though/although/even though

The father asked Balu why he was late. Balu replied that he had missed
his college bus. The father asked him how he had come. Balu told that he
came by the public transport bus.

Any correct suitable form will be given marks

Had he run fast, he would have won the race.

I strongly hope to get the scholarship this year.

Mala wears a girdle and it is made of gold.

Though/Even though/Although I was not interested in doing medicine, my
parents forced me to join that coarse.

'pre' 'ness'

Any correct suitable form will be given marks

Any correct suitable form will be given marks
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Weather
Agriculture
Education
Sports
Computer

Any two ways mentioned in the passage

falling from a rock and snapped his neck

helpless and frustrated to depend on people all the time
burden/nuisance to people

Yes. (proper explanation)

had an automated wheelchair and a live-in attendant
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hearts/our hearts
family circle of a woman
the spider
English words
poet's knowledge acquired through education
one kills another without any personal vengeance
/problems

Biblical allusion (St.John (1:1) )
Simile
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broad - battle

The Man He Killed
Thomas Hardy

English Words
V.K.Gokak

Women's Rights
Annie Louisa Walker
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